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The Wisconsin Department of
Health Services today issued a
Public Health Order for several

counties in the southern part of the
state following the recent

confirmed case of cholera. All
residents in the outbreak area are
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required to remain isolated for 30
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Capitalizing a word in string in Java
I have this piece of code to
capitalize a word in a string:

private static String
capitalizeWord(String str){

if(str==null ||
str.trim().length()==0 ||

str.length()==0)return str; String
res = str; for(char c:

str.toCharArray()){ if(Character.isL
etter(c)&&res.indexOf(Character.to

UpperCase(c))==-1){ res +=
Character.toLowerCase(c); } }

return res; } This is my method to
call the first method: public String

capitalize(){ return capitalizeWord(
this.description).trim(); } After

calling this method I am getting
this: Description : test Result : test

Expected : Test So, the method
has performed correctly. My

question is: What is wrong with my
method? As I understood, the

method works as it is supposed to.
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A: You seem to be building a
website. You will likely need to add

a domain name if you want
visitors. After that, everything else

is really a matter of hosting.
Complications of Stereotactic Body
Radiation Therapy for Unresectable
Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma: A

Multi-institutional Analysis. To
describe the safety and efficacy of
stereotactic body radiation therapy
(SBRT) for unresectable malignant

pleural mesothelioma (MPM).
Patients with unresectable MPM

were treated with SBRT to a
median dose of 44 Gy in four

fractions. The study included 67
patients from 11 institutions.

Median follow-up was 6.5 months.
No grade 4 or higher toxicity was
reported. Grade 3 toxicities were

reported in 14.5% of patients,
including radiation dermatitis
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(6.0%), dyspnea (4.5%),
esophagitis (4.5%), and rib fracture

(4.5%). The median progression-
free survival was 8.1 months, and
the 1-year local progression-free

survival was 85.9%. SBRT is a
highly effective modality for the
treatment of unresectable MPM

with minimal toxicity.The
Pittsburgh Steelers began

preparations for next season in the
aftermath of one of the most
unusual season finales in NFL

history, one that resulted in an
easy win over the Baltimore

Ravens but ended with a
controversial play. The team hit

the reset button for 2019,
reworking the roster and

jettisoning those who were
deemed expendable, including

DeAngelo Williams and Ben
Roethlisberger. And while the
group of newcomers doesn't

feature many stars, it at least has
some decent role players. Among
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them is rookie wide receiver
Anthony Mahoungou, who

emerged in the spring and is
hoping for a bigger role than he

previously had with the Steelers. "I
think just coming into training

camp and the offseason program, I
just want to work hard every single
day and do what I can do to make

the team," Mahoungou said. "I
don't think about much else, just

what I can do, what I can teach on
the field and hopefully somebody
has an open spot." Mahoungou
said his first-year focus will be

mainly on learning the playbook
and building rapport with

teammates. Asked about his best
attributes, he replied: "I think the
most important is just the level of
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